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The Sect of the Prén-nithis—By F. 8. GrowsE, Bengal Oivil Service, 
M. A. OXON, C. I. E: 

The small and obscure sect of the Pran-nathis is one of the few, of 
whose literature Prof. Wilson, in his Essays on the Religion of the Hin- 

dus, was unable to furnish a specimen. This I am now in a position to 

supply, having obtained while at Mathura a copy of one of the poems of 

Pran-nath himself, from the sole representative of the sect in that city. 
It is very curious, both from the advanced liberalism of its theological ideas 
and also from the uncouthness of the language, in which the construction 

of the sentences is purely Hindi, while the vocabulary is mainly supplied 

from Persian and Arabic sources. The writer, a Kshatriya by caste, lived 
at the beginning of the 18th century and was under the special patronage 

of Chhattrasal, the famous Raja of Panna in Bundelkhand, who is com- 

monly said by the Muhammadans to have been converted to Islam, though 

in reality he only went as far as Pran-nath, who endeavoured to make a 

compromise between the two religions. His followers are sometimes called 

Dhamis, from Dhdm, a name of the Supreme Spirit or Paramatma. Like 

the Sikhs and several of the later Hindu sects they are not idolators, so far 
that they do not make or reverence any image of the divinity, but if they 

have any temple at all, the only object of religious veneration which it 
contains is a copy of the works of the founder. His treatises,—which, as 

usual, are all in verse—are fourteen in number, none of them of very great 

length, and bear the following titles: 1, The book of Ras; 2, of Prakas; 3, 

of Shat-rit ; 4, of Kalas; 5, of Sanandh ; 6, of Kirantan; 7, of Khuldsa; 8, 

ot Khel-bat ; 9, of Prakrama Ilahi Dulhan (an allegory in which the Church 

or ‘ Bride of God’ is represented as a holy city); 10, of Sagar Singér ; 11, 
of Bare Singar; 12, of Sidhi Bhasa; 13, of Marafat Sagar; 14, of Kiya- 

mat-nama. The shortest is the last, of which I now proceed to give the 
text, followed by an attempt at a translation, which I am afraid is not 

altogether free from error, as I am not much versed in Koranic literature 

and may have misunderstood some of the allusions. The owner of the MS., 

Karak Das by name, though professing so liberal a creed, was not a particu- 

larly enlightened follower of his master, for I found it impossible to con- 
vinee him that the Isa of the Koran, so repeatedly mentioned by Pran-nath, 
was really the same as the incarnate God worshipped by the Hnglish. Like 

most of the Bairagis and Gosains with whom I have talked, his idea was 

that the fiery and impetuous foreign rulers of the country were Straj-ban- 
sis, or Descendants of the Sun, and that the sun was the only God they 

we 
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recognized, as was evidenced by their keeping the Sunday holy in his 

honour. 

But without further preface to proceed to the text of the poem. It 

stands as follows :— 

) aretz 

TE SAA | RSA STE | 
sat afar sina =z | 
Asis AAR Fate | 
AAS Slat RE Fata 2 
Sl Fz ara Saa faxerc | 
HS CS St Efaaix | 
qfaaaara a aia | 

SUS HA Ba FAA RU 
qa staat Ste HA | 
MX BAA ASLaTa 
UT ecATSa MT Faia | 
SALES USNS ART || BI 

faa fea Stet Sat ae | 
Sx aaah SIA Fa | 
AE STS BME TAS | 
aq atx fata aret Fa | 8 
BT RST Sarat FIT TAIT | 
fara savant ATSX HET | 

TAME SAT ALS AME | 

fear fautet BsSiEea | Il 
wat feq wat Gaaata | 
aq Waste wis xaia | 
A AI Bel Bs qeia | 
& faare eat faa sia ne | 
aq a aa se fadta | 
da BALA TA Wl =a | 
A frat wit fame ai | 
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a faara aa ASAT TE | 9 | 
SEBA TSA aay Bz | 
frat eit Viz Fre | 
zu faa ze faute aiz | 
Maa HS Sat ats |) < | 
Zl ace xara ATE | 
fart Tass HLeT Test | 

aS EN 

SG BMT ATLA AMS | 
Zl WATE JTS ATMS | ¢ | 
AIL FLA SHE St Ty | 
Ql aT WaaTTayH TS I 
atfaa we farsa ate | 
HARE Wt MSA Ais ii Re | 
ME ASA SqFt St TST | 
=a faa faa etsin AST I 
TAL Ul ASAT AT | 
fat HS St UTA UTE 1) 22 I 
sifsrraaret ae z | 

Uae eat fea 2 | 
BMC REll Fa | 
Face se a GH DH aia | 22 | 
SHE Kat Be Tala | 
qeaaAa WHE aaa | 
= fear dtu fame aia | 
ateat Faure ara 1 US 
We Lal HPAES Ble zaia | 
SARE SMe RL Aaia | 
Wat Sat Brat srSst | 
fea feet Sat Fan wet 1 28 
SALT VAN TSE | 
at Seana ata aa | 
aae ale fra See | 
Al AMCs SS Te wy, 
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SW Sat Set BATE | 
ATA WaT SAT FAN |i 
qq BAG Await aaa | 

H Bea AU SA AAA | ee |i 
Sant MAAsAt ATL ITs } 
aaa feat Bis WITETs | 
WMA BAMA Tet UE | 
Biss faut stsx Het | 9 ki 

RC Ga Ba arent BAS | 
Te sat Hei TA Sl aval AAS | 
qa FSF FSe Ela | 
ae Sat Fat F Aaa | We I 
SUL Ait Al SIS VS ala | 
Z qa otaa feat ata |) 
SAE MAIS FT | 
Ba WAL ME F AT re ti 
aq taiat see Taney | 
ata 2at 22 feaa i 
aia arat fegent <egia | 
farq ga Wea acta | Re 
qa uot sat faa ay | 
ala a Mest Aa ATs I 
faati Hed Rime site | 
Ar saat Reet feata | Re 
aq at a fata aia | 
Slat Walae ALAA | 
qa feat eACAA TTS YT | 

| fart sat Gaait aret FAT 1 RR 
ace fear ate Feast iz | 
Ue Fala Wa AUT I 
Sr Saas BC Haz | 
Al PAAT UTA WLAT | Rs I 
vat fecatat net fanc | 

[No. 2, 
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sae feqana qaaagga |) 
PX BUT SALA TATAT Was | 
Al Al AHS WRIA WATS | Re | 
uiaa fame Se qaia | 
a aati At se Sat Reta 
sic feeat Raarara at wet | 
FARIA ATATT At ti RY 
SAH ALA THLE | 
AGLA AULT Tel Fe i 
Als RA VIS FIT STS TH Fz | 
farar a} ALSS TIT || RE | 
Ql xarea ate fast gz | 
faat erat 4 WSS Ge II 
areat Frat AARNE | 
atat faaatt TET TIE || R9 || 
Baa Ae fas BAe | 
Sa RATA ALE Fan | 
BANC Ae LA ACH | 
Ql MSH ATA SA | AE I 
FRE RS FAT TST Be | 
TMH BT FS TT AT | 
alert TAA TE ALT | 
Bq TATA Aaa TELS RE | 
F SUH FS AA Uz | 
TT BAA Bal BBE | 

Beat Bat AA Ae | 
Fel A Cell AIX AT |i Be | 

aa frarat <= ara | 
Fe aa Bet fet aia | 
EAI BAT STS FHS AT | 
ATA HT BIST SA ST |) Be 
STAT Heiaay Ul SLi | 
Fla TS afeaa Ais |) 
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Ral SRA ALMA Laat | 

Sy MS BMAAata wea || 2 I 
SaSat Vilar Fara | 
aq setaat frat fara | 

WIE FeAl FATE <A | 
At Tita BRA fax VF |) 32 II 

aq Use] AST ATA | 

ATA Bt Y RE aa | 
= faa atae fame | 
Alay BCS BAslAA Se | Be | 
GAARA AA THATS | 

TA AACA ALASUTE | 
we fare aa UT I 
GIT HZLAR ATS SAT || BY | 
YX Sat ASA BSN | 
fatt <ts wz facets | 
saa fear Sea SAH STI | 
HE TAA LAR ATT | SE | 
AM TSS SS Fata | 
RUKIA VE TAA | 
TMA ARLILAT AE WAT | 
mix TA ASMA asx || Bo | 
Se Gee fants St faa | 
Ql Gat A Atel Sai | 
MA Fant Sa Sz | 
AA SAAR REIS AT || BEI 
HI St Ax Va le Taq | 
SS USK BI Aaa | 
BSS TATA SZ STgaia | 
AST UTTAR AAA || BE | 
SERIA ML Bal ST | 
FEA CAA ALAA Az |} 

Utes AST VN ATE | 

[No. 2, 
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aq Al eataA TAA GA |i Be | 
faa SIT STST UE | 
amt AAA A ST AS | 
a fee Seti Te | 
PIAA J AS TSS |) €2 | 
FY | AT 8 | WTATATATAT TAT TATA || * | 

Translation. 

THE DAY OF JUDGMENT. 

Go tell the chosen people; Arise, ye faithful, the day of judgment is 

at hand. I speak according to the Kuran and make my declaration before 

you. All ye heads of the chosen people, stand up and attend. The Testa- 

ment (Wastyat-nama)* gives evidence : Eleven centuries shall be com- 

pleted after the blessing of the world by the Kuran and by him who was 

merciful to the poor. A voice shall come from the tabernacle and Gabriel 

shall take them to the appointed place. For three days there shall be 

gloom and confusion and the door of repentance shall be closed. And what ? 

shall there be any other way{? Nay, no one shall be able to befriend his 

neighbour.§ 
Say now what shall be the duration of this life, and what the clear 

signs of the coming of the last day. Christ shall reign for forty years, as 

is written in the 28th sipdra. Hindus and Musalmans shall both alike 

bring their creed to the same point. And what shall come about, when 

the Kurdn has thus been taken away ? this is a matter, which I would have 

you now attentively consider. 

When 990 years are past, then the Lord Christ will come. This is 

written in the 11th sipéra: I will not quote a word wrongly.|| The Spirit 

of God (i. e., Christ) shall be clothed in vesture of two different kinds ; so 
it is stated in the Kurdn. This is in the 6th sip4ra; whoever doubts me 

may see it there for himself. These now are the years of Christ, as I am 

going to state in detail. Take ten, eleven and twelve thirty times (that is 

* Wastyat-ndma is, I believe, a general name including both the Kurdn and the 

Hadis, which together make up the Muhammadan rule of faith; but I have not been 

able to trace the particular tradition, to which reference is here made as specifying the 

exact number of years that are to elapse before Christ’s second coming. 

+ Gabriel is accounted God’s ordinary messenger, but here I should rather have 

looked for Israfil, whose duty it will be to sound the trumpet at the last day. 
{ Reves may possibly stand for ravish. 

§ Khes is for kiwesh, a kinsman. 

|| In spite of this emphatic assertion, the quotation would appear to be incorrect, 

for the 11th sipara contains no such prophecy, 
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to say, 10 + 11 + 12 x 80 = 990). ‘Then Christ shall reign 40 years. 

The other 70 years that remain (after 990 + 40, to make up 1100) are for 

the bridge Sirat. The saints will cross it like a flash of lightning ; the 

pious with the speed of a horse ; but as for the merely nominal believers 

who remain, for them there are 10 kinds of hell;* the bridge Sirat is like 

the edge of a sword, they fall or they get cut in pieces, none cross over. 
This is stated in the A’miyat-salinm ; go and look at it carefully. The 

statement is clear, but your heart is too blind to see it. Christ stands for 

10,+ the Imam for 11, and in the 12th century there shall be the perfect 
day-break. 'This is written in the A’m sipdra, which is the 30th. 

When Christ, Muhammad and the Imam are come, every one will come 

and bow before them. But you should see not with the eyes of the body, 

but after reflection with the eyes of the soul. Azézil saw in person, but 

would not bow to Adam, Though he had done homage times without 

number, it all went for nothing, When they saw his pride,{ the curse was 

pronounced and he became an outcast. Then Azazil asked a boon: “ Adam 

has become my enemy. I will pervert the ways of his descendants and 

reign in the hearts of them all.” Thus it was between Adam and Azazil, 

as is clearly stated in the 8th sipara. You take after him in sense, but 

what can you do, since you are his offspring. You look for Dajjal§ out- 
side, but he sits at your heart, according to the curse. 

You have not understood the meaning of the above: listen to me now 

with the ears of the spirit. In like manner as He has always come, so will he 

come again. All the Prophets have been of Jewish race—look through them 
with the eyes of the soul—that is, they have sprung from the midst of Hin- 

dus, whom you call Kafirs. Search now among your own people; the Lord 

has never been born among them. ‘The races, whom you call heathen, will all 

be sanctified through him. The Lord thinks scorn of no man, but is com- 

passionate to all who are humble. A veil is said to be over the Lord’s 

face. What, do you not know this? By the veil is meant ‘among Hin- 

dus’ ; mere reading does not convey the hidden intention ; if you look only 

to the letter, how can you grasp the spirit? Thus is declared the glory 

of the Hindus, that the last of the Prophets shall be of them. And the 

Lord Christ, that great Prophet, was the King of the poor Jews. This is 

stated in the 5th sipara; if you do not believe me, go and examine the 

Kuran yourself. It is also stated in the Hindu books that Budh Kalanki 
will assuredly come. When he has come, he will make all alike ; east and 

* This is the Hindu computation ; the Muhammadans reckon only seven hells. 

+ This is intended to explain the curious calculation given above, ten, eleven and 

twelve multiplied by thirty. 

{ A’kdr here would seem to stand for ahamkar. 

§ Dajjal, here the spirit of evil generally, is properly the name of Antichrist. 
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west will both be under him. Some one will say, ‘ Will both be at once ®’ 

This too I will clear up, explaining the intention to the best of my ability ; 
without a guide you would not get atthe truth. Kalanki, it is said, will 

be on a horse—this every one knows—and astrologers say that Vijayabhinand 

will make an end of the Kali Yug. Now the Gospel says that Christ is 

the head of all, and that He will come and do justice. The Jews say, that 

Moses is the greatest, and that all will be saved through him. All follow 

different customs and proclaim the greatness of their own master. Thus 

idly quarrelling they fix upon different names; but the end of all is the 

same, the Supreme God. Hach understands only his own language, but 

there is no real difference at bottom. All the Scriptures bear witness that 

there are different names in different languages ; but truth and untruth are 

the two incompatibles, and Maya and Brahm have to be distinguished from 

one another. In both worlds there was confusion ; some walking by the 

law of Hindu, others by the law of Muhammadan ceremonial. But know- 

- ledge has revealed the truth and made clear both heaven and earth: as the 

sun has made manifest* all creation and harmonized the whole world: so 

the power of God bears witness to God ; he speaks and all obey. All who 

perform acts of religious worship, do them to the Lord ; the word of the 

Most High has declared it so. It is written in the third sipara that he 

opened the gates of the highest heaven. 

The Lailat-ul-Kadr (or night of power) has three contentions: on the 

third dawn the judgment will commence. The spirits and angels will 

appear in person, for it was on that night that they descended : + the bless- 
ings of a thousand months descended also. The chiefs will be formed into 

two companies; God will give them his orders and through them there 

shall be salvation. This is abundantly attested by the Kurdn; the state- 

ment is in the Ind-anzal-né Chapter. After the third contention will be 

the dawn ; in the eleventh century it will be seen. 

And what is written in the first siparaP you must have seen that. 

They who accept the text kun are to be called true believers. Now if 
any one is a true believer, let him bear witness and prove the fact. Put off 

sloth ; be vigilant ; discard all pride of learning.t He who hears with 

* For kheldya I propose to read khulaya ; but even so, the meaning elicited is 
not very satisfactory. 

+ The allusions are to the chapter of the Kuran called the Strat-ul-Kadr, which 
is a8 follows: “ Verily we have caused the Kurdn to descend on the night of power. 

And who shall teach thee what the night of power is? The night of power excelleth 

a thousand months; therein descend the angels and the spirit by permission of their 

Lord in every matter; and all is peace till the breaking of the morn.” 
¢ The text “wn is the parallel of the Mosaic phrase, “ And God said ‘ Let there be 

light,’ and there was light.” 
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perfect faith* will be the first to believe. Afterwards when the Lord has 
been revealed, aii will believe. Heaven and hell will be disclosed, and none 

will be able to profit another. Lay your soul at your master’s feet ; this 
is what Chhattrasal tells you. 

* Hakk-ul-Yakin, ‘perfect faith,’ is faith without seeing, which alone is merito- 

rious; for all who see must perforce believe. 


